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1 Four Theories about Emo-

tion

(Randolph R Cornelius)

2 Darwin

(Charles Darwin, 1872 �The Expression of Emo-
tion in Man and Animals�) Emotions are phenom-
ena with important survival functions for a species.
An emotion occurs if one faces the associated prob-
lem, in order to help us solving it. The assignment
emotion-problem has developed during evolution.
Thus emotional expression also serves the function
of survival, i.e. helps to solve a problem. The most
noticeable expression of emotion is the facial expres-
sion. Darwin described those emotion expressions
in detail. In the 80s and 90s contemporary psy-
chologists reduced the expressions of emotion to a
few universal (cross-cultural) and recognizable set
of emotion archetypes: (see also 1)

• happiness

• sadness

• fear

• disgust

• anger

• suprise

3 James-Lange

(William James 1884, Carl Lange) Carl Lange and
William James both claimed that emotions occur
after bodily changes. James controversively stated:

• the nervous system is a bundle of predisposi-
tions to react in a particular way upon partic-
ular features of the environment

• emotions occur due to bodily changes:

� �we feel sorry because we cry, ...�

� �angry because we strike, ...�

� �afraid because we tremble, ...�

� �afraid because we run�

� if I had no body, i would be �excluded
from the life of the a�ections�

An addition to the last statement: people with
spinal cord injuries indeed show a decrease in inten-
sity of experienced emotion, due to lack of feedback
from the body. (Hohmann 1966)
It might sound strange that emotional experience

comes after making faces. Therefore several the-
orists proposed the existence of �a�ect programs�
which activates expression and experience.

4 Cognitive Approach

(Magda Arnold 1960, Smith) In the appraisal events
are judged as good or bad for oneself, this occurs
unre�ected and automatically. Bodily changes and
emotions are then the results of the appraisal. Emo-
tions are associated to a characteristic pattern of
appraisal.
Following judgements are supposed to be done

in the appraisal concerning the situation one is ex-
posed to:

• novelty

• pleasantness

• responsibility

• e�ort

• certainty

• control

• . . .
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4.1 Social Constructivist

(James Averill 1980, Rom Harré) In this theory
emotion is not seen as biologically determined, but
as cultural product that arise from learned social
rules. Thus they are social constructions and they
can only be fully understood on a social level of
analysis. In this view anger is a very sophisticated
feeling which is based on a moral judgement, and
it comes up, if someone violates some standard of
behaviour. Even the intention of other persons play
an important role in becoming angry. Also �losing
control� during oneself's aggression is not a subjec-
tive but a social judgement. It is possible to �nd
explanation for every basic emotion as a social con-
struction.

5 Emotion Articulation

In the following sections a few aspects of expres-
sion shall be shown, concerning the features of each
the basic emotion. Tough emotional content in
speech acoustics is here the main topic, some side-
informations are interesting, some correlations ex-
ist.

5.1 Physical Aspects

Due to arousal of either the sympathetic or parasym-
pathetic nervous system the arousal in the speaker's
body is controlled. Those two systems have a op-
posing regulative e�ect on mostly internal organs.
Some emotions and proprietary physical a�ects:

• fear/anger:

� increased heart rate and blood pressure

� changes in depth and pattern of respira-
tory movements

� increase in respiration rate, causing in-
creased subglottal pressure

� drying of the mouth

� occasional muscle tremor

• relaxation or grief

� decreased heart rate and blood pressure

� increased salivation

� decrease in respiration rate, low subglot-
tal pressure

� relaxed respiration

Figure 1: archetypes of facial expressions [Dominic
Massaro]: happiness, anger, suprise, fear, sadness,
disgust

5.2 Body Language

Body language consist of gestures and posture. Pos-
ture is mainly a static position of the body from
which one can derive certain attitudes and emo-
tions (e.g.: crossed legs against someone could mean
'keeping distance', crossing arms could mean 're-
jecting something', turning one's back to someone
could also mean rejection, sitting crooked, . . . ).
Gestures are movements, mostly with the hands
(e.g.: reaching an open hand, grabbing, making
a �st, . . . ) that are very expressive and are con-
sciously used as for symbolic communication, but
they are also made unconsciously showing one's at-
titudes and constitutions. I try to give some exam-
ples:

• anger: making �sts and contracting the arm's
muscles, turning down the head

• sadness: crooked posture, loosely hanging
arms/ hands on the chest, looking down

• happiness: standing tall, reaching out both
hands, looking up

• . . .

5.3 Facial Expression

The facial expression is very essential reading some-
one's emotions. Even unwanted emotional expres-
sion can often be derived from it. As a part of
the body language there are again movements and
static expressions due to positioning or movement
of the face muscles.

• anger: contracting lips, lowering the eye brows

• happiness: smiling

• . . .
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Figure 2: Brunswikian Lens Model for emotion
transmission [Klaus Scherer]

5.4 Expression in Speech

5.4.1 Acoustic Measures

In Figure 2 (Klaus Scherer) a schematic model of
emotional communication is shown. In this model
the states of the speaker are encoded into the dis-
tal cues, which are distant the observer, but can
be (partially) perceived as proximal cues and after-
wards decoded. In our concern the distal cues are
transmitted together with the speech signal During
transmission information can either get lost or not
be perceived by the observer. The decoding process
then is the judgement of the observer in which his
emotional state and attitude interfere with his inter-
nalized representations of proximal cues and their
meaning. The acoustic features of the speech signal

Figure 3: Emotions and Arousal [Akemi Iida]

can be measured, but do not necessarily correspond
to the proximal perception of an observer. acoustic
features that show correlation to emotional states
are:

• pitch (fundamental frequency):

� average pitch

� contour slope

� pitch range

� pitch discontinuity

� �nal lowering at the end of sentences

� accent shape

• harmonicity

� breathiness: amount of respiration noise
in speech

� Laryngealization: creaky voice, irregular
glottal excitation

� Tremor: irregular pitch periods (jitter)

• brilliance (relation between low and high fre-
quency energies)

• loudness (measure of perceived intensity)

• timing:

� intensity slopes (pauses, hesitations)

� speech rate (word duration)

� vowel duration

� consonant duration

� intensity of plosive bursts

• spectral information

� formant positions

� articulation precision

5.4.2 Emotion Impact on Speech

In general there can be seen basic impacts on speech
that are mainly ruled by physical changes in an af-
fected speaker

• fear/anger:

� greater speed and loudness

� higher pitch average

� expanded pitch range

� increased higher frequency energy

� disturbed speech rhythm due to short res-
piration cycles

� increased precision of articulation
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Figure 4: Pitch histograms in female and male emo-
tional speech [Akemi Iida]

Figure 5: Pitch contours of a sentence with di�erent
emotional expression

Figure 6: Formant Positions in di�erent emotional
state [Akemi IIda]

Figure 7: Vowel duration [Akemi Iida]

• relaxation/grief:

� low speech rate and loudness
� decreased higher frequency energy
� lower pitch average
� smaller pitch range
� �uent speech
� reduced pitch range
� decreased precision of articulation, in gen-
eral

� formant position change (F1, F2, F3) be-
cause of decreased articulator movements

Experiments show more speci�c classi�cations of
features for several emotional states (Scherer) de-
picted in the following pictures.
Unfortunately an experiment on the accuracy of

emotional speech communication in comparison to
facial expression features conducted in western and
non-western countries shows that it is hard to com-
municate emotions only by speech.

5.4.3 A�ect Bursts

The term a�ect burst is referred to in the work of
Mark Schröder and is de�ned as short emotional
non-speech expression. Actually a�ect bursts some-
times allow a little more accurate emotion recogni-
tion. Figure 16 shows experiment results.

6 Synthetic Emotion

6.1 Emotional Speech Synthesis Ap-
plications

Synthetic emotion is highly interesting not only in
terms of man-machine communication but also as
aid for impeded people (e. g. mute people, . . . ). Sev-
eral target applications can be found:
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• emotion/trouble recognition in automatic dia-
log systems

• emotion recognition for psychic analysis

• lie detection in forensic investigations

• speech driven facial animations

• text-to-speech synthesis with emotional con-
tent

• voice xml

• speech manipulation (emotion conversion)

6.2 Emotional Feature Generation

As we see in section 5 several parameters have to
be controlled to get an appropriate representation
of emotion in synthetic speech.
What methods can be used to apply emotional

parameters on synthesized speech:

• a�ect burst insertion

• excitation/residual signal processing:

� PSOLA, LP-PSOLA, RP-PSOLA, . . . :

∗ timing (duration of syllables, words,
vowels, pauses, hesitation, . . . )

∗ pitch manipulation (�nal lowering
(melody), stresses, pitch range, pitch
average)

∗ F0 interpolation (�uent speech, tran-
sitions)

� Jitter processing

� additive noise: breathiness

� Ring modulation (AM): harmonici-
ty/breathiness (spectral shift)

� linear �ltering: loudness, brilliance, glot-
tal excitation shape

• envelope/intensity slopes: transitions (plo-
sives, pauses, stressed words, loudness, . . . )

• spectral modi�cations (LPC, MFCC, . . . ):

� formant repositioning/bandwidth change:
articulation precision

� emphasis: brilliance, loudness

� frame rearrangement: phoneme duration

� re�ection coe�cient interpolation: phone
transitions, articulation precision

Figure 8: Emotional LPC resynthesis model [Jun
Sato]

6.3 Parameter derivation in TTS

In text-to-speech systems following methods seem
to be necessary to derive emotion-driven prosodic
parameters:

• Grammar, sentence analysis

• key-words (a�ect bursts)

• context analysis

• mark-ups

In concatenative text-to-speech synthesis RP-
PSOLA is recommended. A Reference Pitch-
PSOLA unit database consists of words/phonemes
that are spoken at reference pitch, so that natu-
ralness for wide range pitch manipulation can be
preserved by an extended database size.

6.3.1 Emotion in TTS-Systems

• HAMLET (DECTalk, formant synthesis, Iain
Murray)

• LAERTES (British Telecom Laureate concate-
native TTS, Iain Murray)

� anger: increased pitch range, raised pitch,
increased speech rate, laryngealisation
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� happiness: increased pitch range, further
raised pitch, slightly increased speech rate

� sadness: lowered pitch contour, decreased
speech rate, laryngealisation

� fear: further raised pitch, much increased
speech rate

• A�ectEditor (DECTalk, Janet E. Cahn, MIT,
Formant Synthesizer): A very large number
of parameters and presets are used to synthe-
size speech with emotional information. Even
a sentence analysis can be done. In Figure 14
the whole lot of used speech parameters can be
seen.

• CHATAKO (ATR CHATR, Akemi Iida,
Japan, concatenative synthesis): In the
CHATAKO concatenative speech synthesis
there are three database corpuses, each repre-
senting an emotional state. In Figure 12 the
principle, I didn't get information about pitch
parameters. The cute graphical user interface
can be seen in Figure 13.

• VieCtoS (Austrian Institute for Arti�cial In-
telligence, Erhard Rank, concatenative synthe-
sizer)

6.4 Intelligent Systems (automatic
feature detection/reproduction)

The main advantage of the systems described later
is the ability to take into account a huge amount
of input data to derive an estimate of the speaker's
emotional state. It is especially exciting that train-
ing of the system behaviour could be done by us-
age of broadcasted or recorded speech data. The
remaining problem is building system models con-
cerning input parameters (prosody of words, sen-
tences, . . . ) that provide reliable indicators for au-
tomatic emotion recognition or resynthesis.

6.4.1 Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM)

To detect the probability for a certain emotional
state of the speaker, one can use hidden markov
models. Hidden Markov Models are based on the
probability that a certain (perceivable) state Q of
the speaker is indicated with respect to the observed
parameters O and the estimated model parameters
λ:

P (Q
∣∣O, λ) (1)

In reverse the viterbi algorithm can be used to
produce a prosodic parameter sequence Q to feed
an emotional speech synthesizer. The main task
here is to �nd appropriate indicators for emotional
states to build up a model. Due to the complex-
ity in emotion encoding in speech a HMM has to be
able to deal with several input parameters appropri-
ate for emotion indication. For a stressed/relaxed
state decision the TEO (Teager Energy Operator)
for utterances seems to deliver appropriate results
[Hansen]:

TEO = x2[n] + x[n + 1]x[n− 1] (2)

A general model of a speech resynthesis process
could look like this:

Figure 9: Generalized Model for HMM with
prosodic parameters

6.4.2 Neural Network Modelling

A neural network consists of nodes in di�erent lay-
ers. Each of this nodes has connections to nodes
in the previous layer as input and connections to
nodes of the next layer on the output. The task of
each node is to derive the stimulation of the follow-
ing nodes due to the previous node's stimulation
pattern. Like in Figure 11 the �rst layer's nodes
are driven by prosodic features, and the third layer
shall represent a two-dimensional emotion space, at
which the intensity and kind of emotion should be
represented. The behaviour of each node is trained
by test-sequences, so that the network shall be able
to accurately detect emotion kind and intensity. As
the reverse process prosodic features can be pro-
duced out of a desired point in the emotional space
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(intensity, kind). A problem in the work of Jun
Sato is, that the emotion space is context depen-
dent. Therefore also appropriate input data and
models are required.

Figure 10: Neural network for prosodic parameters
[Jun Sato]

Figure 11: Neural network prosodic emotion recog-
nition and resynthesis [Jun Sato]

Figure 12: CHATAKO block diagram [Akemi Iida,
CHATR]

Figure 13: CHATAKO graphical user interface
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Figure 14: A�ectEditor user interface [Janet E. Cahn, MIT]
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Figure 15: Emotional Features in Prosody [Klaus Scherer]
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Figure 16: Experiment on the recognition ofa�ect bursts [Mark Schröder]
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Figure 17: Experiment on emotional prosody recognition in western and non-western countries [Klaus
Scherer]
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